Container virtualization technologies, like Docker, are becoming increasingly popular. Containers provide exceptional developer experience because containers offer lightweight isolation and ease of software distribution. Containers also solve a fundamental code portability problem. In contrast, container virtualization is basically insecure when compared to virtualization based on hypervisors. Virtual machines are also better integrated with the rest of the cloud ecosystem. Sum it all, virtual machines are more suitable for production environments. However, virtual machines impose a non-negligible memory footprint and suffer longer boot times, which is impractical for local development. So far, there is no deployment infrastructure that allows both the developer experience of containers and the maturity and isolation capabilities of virtual machines. We solve this problem in this paper by introducing i2kit, an orchestration tool that enjoys the best of both worlds: (1) the development workflow is untouched, containers can be used as usual; (2) at time of deployment, containers are transformed into virtual machines, keeping code portability, but providing better security and better integration with other cloud services. The tool i2kit creates virtual machines using Linuxkit. Linuxkit alleviates the drawback in size that using virtual machines would otherwise entail because the footprint of our Linuxkit distributions is only about 60MB. The attack surface of the application is reduced since Linuxkit only installs the minimum set of OS dependencies to run containers. Finally, we report an empirical study using i2kit that allows us to conclude that i2kit is a promising technology for VM deployment of applications developed using containers.
Introduction
Docker containers [1] have popularized the use of lightweight virtualization technologies such as LXC [2] . Some large companies report running all of their services in containers (e.g. [3] ), and Container as a Service (CaaS) products are available from the main cloud players including Amazon EC2 Container Service, Azure Container Service, and Google Container Engine Service. There are good reasons for the popularity of containers: containers provide extremely fast instantiation times, small per-instance memory footprints, high density on a single host and ease of software distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates the differences between virtual machines and containers. Containers are lightweight because the operating system layer is not replicated for every application running on the same server. Developers are able to run third-party dependencies such as databases, message brokers, proxies,. . . each in its own container. Additionally, everything is easily integrated with the application under development with enough isolation and density of containers to run many small services in the developer's local machine. In fact, containers have popularized the so-called micro-service architectures [4, 5] .
At deployment time, containers solve a fundamental code portability problem. Containers are packaged with all the dependencies and libraries they need to run, making them portable between distributions. However, although the high density of containers is of great value in a local environment or for continuous integration (CI) jobs, it introduces new challenges in production environments. First, containers are poorly integrated with the rest of the cloud offering, such as auto-scalability, fault tolerance, load balancing, service discovery or networking. Container cluster management tools-like Kubernetes [6] , Docker Swarm [7] and Mesos [8] -provide similar services at the cost of adding a new control plane layer, which requires additional setup steps, adds redundancy and might become hard to debug. [9] extends on the complexity of Kubernetes.
But the main challenge introduced by containers is security [10] . Container isolation is based on concepts like namespaces, cgroups, seccomp technologies, the user core Linux permission model or root user capabilities. These mechanisms provide an additional defense on top of application security, but it only takes a single kernel bug to bypass all these mechanisms and escape the container isolation model (see [11] for some vulnerabilities). Some use cases require a higher level of isolation, like sandboxes for running vulnerable or untrusted code, or multi-tenant environments in the case of hosted services. Note that trusted but vulnerable applications running on the same server might become an entry point for malicious agents.
Hypervisors, such as KVM [12] , VMware ESXi [13] , or Microsoft Hyper-V [14] are proven and mature technology that solved this problem years ago. Following the Linux philosophy of Do one thing and do it well, we propose a separation of concerns to provide the security of virtual machines, but the portability and simplicity of containers. In our approach, each container 1 is deployed in its own virtual machine. This container virtual machine (CM) is only meant to provide isolation between containers, and can be reduced to a minimum footprint. The current implementation of i2kit is based on Linuxkit [15] , which is able to generate Linux distributions specialized to run containers with a memory footprint of approximately 60MB. Smaller distributions also entail: (a) the reduced attack surface of the system by having less software pre-installed; (b) faster booting times since booting times are roughly linear in the size of the distribution. Note that since CMs run containers, code portability and ease of software distribution is maintained.
CMs is the main concept behind i2kit, a container orchestrator introduced in this paper which uses the CM as the unit of deployment. The name i2kit stands for immutable infrastructure kit. Immutable infrastructure [16] , also known as i2, is an approach to managing software deployments wherein the servers (where components run) are replaced rather than changed or modified in every software update. The tool i2kit recreates every CM on every deployment, following a pure immutable infrastructure approach. The i2kit orchestrator is inspired by Kubernetes, where applications are defined in a declarative way using a YAML Manifest File. The tool i2kit provides out of the box solutions for auto scalability, fault tolerance, load balancers, service discovery, rolling upgrades or networking, but instead of reimplementing these services (as Kubernetes does), i2kit reuses proven, mature and efficient cloud technology like auto scalability groups, load balancers or DNS services. In a nutshell, compared to containers, CMs provide better security and integration with the rest of the cloud offering.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the i2kit principles and explains how to integrate CMs with the rest of the cloud offering to provide common features available in other orchestrators like Kubernetes. Section 3 describes how CMs are generated from containers. Section 4 describes the implementation of the i2kit orchestrator. Section 5 measures the impact of i2kit on different metrics such as booting times, networking and cluster memory consumption. Finally, Section 6 concludes and describes some research lines for future work.
The Design of i2kit
The i2kit tool is open source, and it is actively under development at the IMDEA Software Institute 2 . The i2kit tool is a container orchestrator whose unit of deployment is the container virtual machine (CM). CMs are built using Linuxkit (see Section 3 for a detailed description). i2kit is inspired by Kubernetes and follows the best principles in the container ecosystem. Kubernetes is an evolution of the Borg [17] and Omega [18] cluster manager tools, adapted for containers, where applications are defined using a declarative model.
For example, Fig. 2 shows a simplified Kubernetes Deployment Manifest input (which we borrow as the input format for i2kit), and Fig. 3 The architecture of i2kit is similar than Kubernetes, but i2kit replaces the Pod by the CM as the unit of deployment. The current implementation of i2kit is integrated with Amazon Web Services, although support for other cloud vendors is under development, and provides similar concepts than replica sets, k-proxy, and service by integrating the deployment of CMs directly with the rest of the cloud vendor offering. Fig. 4 shows how the Deployment Manifest presented in Fig. 2 looks like in i2kit. The Autoscalabity Group [19] is the equivalent to Replica Sets. It ensures that three CMs are always running, recreating CMs if they become unreachable. The Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) [20] is responsible for forwarding traffic between CMs, providing load balancing capabilities. The DNS Record creates a reliable endpoint based on the Deployment Manifest name field resolving to the running CMs for service discovery capabilities. In a nutshell, i2kit mimics the Kubernetes architecture but using proven cloud vendor technology thanks to the better integration that virtual machines have compared to containers. We explain these concepts in the next subsections.
Declarative Model A declarative model of i2kit works as follows:
-The user declares the desired state of his deployment in, for example, a YAML Deployment Manifest that includes a description of which container images to run, the ports exposed by each container, the number of replicas, the commands to execute, or how to instantiate environment variables. -The orchestrator issues workloads to run the deployment in the cloud, in a manner that is completely transparent to the user. -The orchestrator also watches the deployment state in order to restore the desired state in the event of a failure. For example, if a CM becomes unreachable for whatever reason, it is replaced by a new CM running the same containers.
There is a significant difference between the declarative approach described above and an imperative language to describe control planes. In an imperative model, the user issues a procedure with specific commands to reach the desired state. A declarative description is usually much shorter and simpler than a long sequence of imperative commands and describes the details of how to create and coordinate the different resources. Fig. 2 shows an example of an i2kit Deployment Manifest. Note that the i2kit declarative model supports the execution of several containers on the same CM, as Pods do. There are advanced use-cases that justify the run of multiple containers inside a single CM, for example:
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Failure Tolerance and Autoscalability In Kubernetes a Replica Set ensures that a fixed number of Pod instances are always running. Replica Sets also replace Pods that get unreachable. Not surprisingly, in the realm of virtual machines, there are solutions that perfectly map this behavior under the assumption of using the CM as the unit of deployment. Amazon Web Services offers Amazon Auto Scalability Groups (similar services exists in the rest of cloud vendors). AWS Auto Scalability Groups help to maintain the health and availability of a fleet of Amazon virtual machines, ensuring that the desired number of CMs is always running. If a CM becomes unhealthy, it gets replaced by a new CM running the same container versions. In addition, Auto Scalability Groups can be used to scale the application up and down under certain situations, such as high CPU or memory usage, or an increment in incoming requests. This allows very flexible deployments only consuming resources on demand, without the need of guessing infrastructure capacity in advance. Note that in the event of a rolling update, new CMs are generated, and the Auto Scalability Group replaces every existing virtual machine by the new ones. The tool i2kit does follow a pure immutable infrastructure approach by design. In contrast, Kubernetes reuses the same cluster between deployments. Kubernetes Nodes might leak memory and become unreachable after a number of deployments. For example, it is very common that Kubernetes Nodes become unhealthy due to the lack of storage resources, for example by the garbage accumulated by old docker images from previous deployments. In contrast, following a pure immutable approach like i2kit brings important advantages. For example, in the event of a full system failure, applications can be recreated in a different availability zone with a single deploy command on the Deployment Manifest. Guessing the state of a Kubernetes cluster or recreating this state is more difficult and time-consuming.
Load Balancing CMs are mortal and, in practice, it is not unusual that a given CM becomes unreachable due to networking issues or other software or hardware failures. On failure, Autoscalability Group replaces the dying CM with a new one, which probably is assigned a different IP. Moreover, when performing rolling updates the new CMs have different IPs than the old ones. Therefore, the application logic cannot rely on CM IPs.
The solution to this problem is the use of load balancers, which provide a reliable networking endpoint for a set of CMs. Amazon Web Services offers Elastic Load Balancers (similar services exists in the rest of cloud vendors). Elastic Load Balancers, not only provides a reliable networking endpoint for a set of CMs but also, as their name suggests, balance the incoming traffic between these CMs. Complex policies can be defined to customize how the traffic load is balanced. The port configuration of the AWS Load Balancer is created based on the information contained in the i2kit Deployment Manifest.
Service Discovery
The reliable networking endpoint provided by Elastic Load Balancers is not configurable, and it is randomly created at deployment time. This is not compatible with the idea of providing a Service Discovery mechanism based on the name property of Deployment Manifests.
Our solution is to use Amazon Web Services Route 53, which provides DNS as a service (similar services exists in the rest of cloud vendors). The approach of i2kit is to create a Route 53 Domain CNAME entry that resolves the name field of the Deployment Manifest File to the AWS Load Balancer endpoint that is proxying incoming traffic between the different CMs. In this manner, i2kit can provide the same service discovery mechanism-based on names-as Kubernetes.
Container Machine Generation
The main drawback of container virtual machines (CM) is a loss of performance because in principle a virtual machine imposes a non-negligible overhead on infrastructure resources compared to a container or Pod. However, there are tools that allow creating minimal Linux distributions specifically crafted to run containers. The current footprint of these distributions can get as small as 60MB, a size comparable to container technology. The tool i2kit is built on the assumption that the overhead of running a container per virtual machine is acceptable. Moreover, it is to be expected that this figure will keep improving as leaner Linux distributions are developed (this is discussed in detail in Section 6).
The current implementation of i2kit uses Linuxkit [15] , a toolkit for building custom minimal, immutable Linux distributions. 3 Linuxkit reads YAML templates that describe how to build a Linux distribution. The container information presented in an i2kit Deployment Manifest is transformed by i2kit into a Linuxkit template, in order to generate a minimal Linux distribution specialized in running these deployment containers. The result is shown in Fig. 5 Note that the value all is used for the capabilities of the user containers, which is a limitation of the current i2kit implementation. Future work includes equipping i2kit with an analysis that limits the capabilities associated with every container.
The remaining fields in the Linuxkit template are pre-generated and are identical for every deployment. The filesystem of every custom distribution is currently initialized from the docker image linuxkit/kernel:4.9.63. Also, every custom distribution installs the init process, runc, and containerd to be able to run containers, and ca-certificates to be able to manage certificates. At boottime, the following containers are executed in sequence order: sysctl, rngb, dhcpcd and metadata. These are basic services required by any software application. Note that metadata is installed to be able to manage Amazon Metadata from the CM itself (in this case, supporting other cloud vendors would require to changes). Then, the containers in the services section run as daemons in parallel, in particular getty, sshd and the containers defined in the i2kit Deployment Manifest. Finally, i2kit uses content-trust-delivery for images coming from the linuxkit and the library organizations.
Once the Linuxkit template has been generated, i2kit builds the minimal Linux distribution and uploads it as an Amazon Machine Image, which is then available to be consumed by the i2kit orchestrator. The next section explains the implementation of the i2kit orchestrator.
The i2kit Orchestrator
The current i2kit implementation supports deployments in Amazon Web Services, but support for other cloud vendor is work in progress. The Amazon Web Services driver makes use of the AWS Cloud Formation Service [21] to create the different resources. Cloud Formation receives JSON manifest files to create and manage a collection of related AWS resources, provisioning and updating them in an ordered and predictable fashion. Cloud Formation templates can specify rolling updates policies to be applied when the template is modified, allowing the simulation of Kubernetes rolling updates.
The i2kit orchestrator transforms i2kit Deployment Manifest into Cloud Formation templates once the Container Machine Image has been generated using LinuxKit. For example, assume the Amazon Image ami-XXXXX has been generated from the Deployment Manifest in Fig. 2 following the process explained in Section 3. Then, a simplified version of the Cloud Formation generated by i2kit is shown in Fig. 6 .
The Cloud Formation template defines four different resources: LaunchConfig, ASG, ELB, and DNSRecord. The resource LaunchConfig defines how virtual machines will be created. In our case, each CM will run the AMI created by the process explained in Section 3. The next resource is ASG, an Auto Scalability Group which use the LaunchConfigurationName created above in order to create CMs. The minimum and the maximum number of CMs matches the number of replicas in the i2kit Deployment Manifest. Every CM generated by the Auto 
Empirical Evaluation
This section compares i2kit versus the native Kubernetes implementation based on three different metrics: booting times, memory consumption and network performance.
Booting Times The creation of a virtual machine running i2kit Linuxkit distributions in AWS takes about one minute while creating a Pod in Kubernetes takes only seconds (depending on the size and the local availability of docker images). Even though this booting time difference can be very relevant in local environments, it is less relevant in production environments. For example, it is a common practice to introduce a delay of at least 30 seconds between Pod creations during a rolling update, in order for load balancers to have enough time to be updated. Using this common practice induces a comparable delay to the time required to create i2kit CMs. Therefore, even though i2kit is slower than Kubernetes in terms of booting times, we argue that difference is not very relevant in production environments.
Note also that though we use AWS for deploying the Virtual Machines, these are not the "usual" virtual machines but much smaller specialized machines generated using Linuxkit.
Memory Consumption
The overhead that i2kit imposes for every Pod creation is a consequence of the overhead of the CM running the Linuxkit distribution. It is linear on the number of Pod instances. In contrast, the Kubernetes overhead for running a Pod is due to the overhead of running the Worker Node components, which are shared by several Pods. It is constant on the number of Pod instances. Table 1 displays the memory comparison between i2kit and Kubernetes for running the Deployment Manifest shown in Fig. 2 using different numbers of replicas. Table 1 shows that for a low number of replicas, i2kit requires significantly less memory than Kubernetes. Even though the growth in the memory required is faster for i2kit than for Kubernetes, i2kit is more memory efficient when running less than (approx.) 30 containers in the same Worker Node. Note that the Kubernetes web page [22] does not recommend running more than 30 Pods per Worker Node. Therefore, we can conclude that the memory consumption of i2kit behaves better than that of Kubernetes for standard workloads. In fact, we were not able to create with Kubernetes more than 42 Pods on the same Worker Node running on a t2.xlarge AWS EC2 Instance. Moreover, the data reported in Table 1 does not take into account the memory consumption of Master Nodes or the Kubernetes Distribute Storage Layer, which would report an even more favorable comparison to i2kit. Finally, sharing a host between several containers imposes performance side effects on the containers running on the same host. Although some research has been done in this area, [23, 24] , it is a more mature approach to have resources affecting performance isolated at the hypervisor level. Table 2 shows the network performance comparison between i2kit and different Kubernetes cluster sizes. The experiment uses iperf2 to measure the average network bandwidth consumed by each replica, where each replica runs an iperf2 server. On the other hand, the i2kit configuration runs every iperf2 server in its own CM using a t2.large AWS EC2 Instance. In the table, K8-N stands for a Kubernetes cluster with N Worker Nodes, where every Worker Node runs on a t2.large AWS EC2 Instance. In order to be able to measure the consumed bandwidth, every experiment runs a large amount of iperf2 clients, where each client runs on its own VM. These clients first send traffic to warm the load balancers up and then synchronize to sending traffic at the same time for 3 minutes. Table 2 indicates that i2kit scales linearly on the number of replicas, as expected. The network overhead of using an AWS Load Balancer is negligible. Note that the limit of the virtual machine incoming traffic is 130 Mbps. The row K8-1 in Table 2 shows that the overhead imposed by Kubernetes when running on a single node is not very relevant (less than 2%). Since K8-1 runs all Pod replicas on the same server, running more than one Pod replica quickly hits the VM incoming bandwidth limit, distorting the experiment for the case of 5 replicas. Moreover, we were not able to successfully run 25 Pods on a single Worker Node. The row K8-5 shows that Kubernetes imposes an overhead of about 20% when the Kube-Proxy needs to forward traffic between five different Worker Nodes. As expected, the overhead grows with the cluster size, as we can see in the K8-25 row, which accounts for a 30% network overhead. K8-5 also shows how the traffic is dramatically affected by the virtual machine incoming bandwidth limit when running 25 Pod replicas.
Network Performance
This experiment exposes some side effects of running the additional control plane of Kubernetes on top of cloud vendor technology. In this case, the functionality provided by the K-Proxy is redundant as it is already provided by the AWS Load Balancers, and consequently this additional control plan im-poses unneeded performance overheads. This experiment also illustrates that containers are poorly integrated with the rest of the cloud offering. For example, running more than one Pod per VM hits the VM incoming traffic limit. This issue does not happen in i2kit-which runs each replica in its own virtual machine-because virtual machines are better integrated with the networking capabilities of the cloud vendor.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented i2kit, a deployment tool that pursues the following main goals: (1) to preserve the docker development workflow untouched, as containers are a great fit for local environments; (2) to transform containers into lightweight virtual machines upon deployment for better isolation; (3) to provide fault tolerance, load balancing or service discovery without reimplementing these features in a new layer thanks to the better integration of virtual machines with the rest of the cloud offering.
The tool i2kit follows the Linux principle of "Do one thing and Do it well." The responsibility of virtual machines is to provide workload isolation and security. The responsibility of containers is to offer portability and ease of container image distribution. The drawback of using virtual machines for container isolation is higher resource utilization, but i2kit is specifically designed to exploit Linxkit to generate virtual machines with low memory footprint. The results in Section 5 suggest that the memory consumption of i2kit is better than the one of Kubernetes for standard workloads.
Note also that there is a very active research effort targeting VM optimization which i2kit can potentially leverage in terms of memory usage to get even better results. Kata Containers [25] fulfills similar goals than i2kit in terms of security, building lightweight virtual machines that feel like containers but provide the isolation level of virtual machines. The main difference is that Kata Containers are conceived to be a container runtime [26] instead of integrating with the rest of the cloud offering. LightVM [27] is a new virtualization solution based on Xen that is optimized to offer fast boot-times regardless of the number of active VMs. LightVM features a complete redesign of Xen's control plane reducing the hypervisor to a minimum. LightVM can boot a VM in 2.3ms, comparable to fork/exec on Linux (1ms), and two orders of magnitude faster than Docker. LightVM can pack thousands of LightVM guests on modest hardware with memory and CPU usage comparable to that of processes. The current i2kit implementation uses Linuxkit instead of LightVM because it is easily integrable with the AWS cloud offering. LightVM is based on Unikernels [28] , which are also very promising on this area. Exploiting VM optimizations and Unikernels to improve i2kit further is a line of current and future work. Finally, another research line is to analyze synergies between i2kit and serverless architectures [29] provided by cloud vendors.
Section 5 also shows that the Kubernetes control plane introduces redundancies that can affect network performance (and probably other metrics). As we show with i2kit in this paper, containers can be integrated with the rest of the cloud offering without the need of adding a complex control plane for container orchestration. Also, Kubernetes is not a cloud native technology. First, Kubernetes requires a Distributed and Reliable Store Cluster. The most common solution to this end is etcd [30] , a Key-Value Store based on the Raft [31] protocol. Kubernetes also requires a cluster of Master Nodes. Master Nodes execute three different components: Api, Scheduler, and Replication Controller. Also, every Worker Node requires the Kubelet (responsible of executing the tasks assigned by the Scheduler) and the Kube-Proxy (responsible for service discovery and load balancing in a high-density container environment). Even further, users need to take into account that the components in the Kubernetes Control Plane are a runtime dependency for the applications. An error in the Kubernetes Control Plane is not only difficult to debug, but it also disturbs running applications by affecting, for example, service discovery. Managing a large cluster infrastructure and optimizing the scheduling of containers all backed by a complex distributed state store is counter to the premise of the cloud. Cloud vendors let users utilize resources as they go, without guessing capacity, and providing deep operational control without operational burden. The tool i2kit allows developers to write their code and have it run, without having to worry about configuring complex management tools. As a result, i2kit turns containers into a secure and cloud native technology.
Cloud native containers is also the goal of AWS Fargate. [32] Some differences are: (1) the i2kit declarative model is cleaner and allows the execution of several containers per VM, which is very valuable in advanced uses cases like sidecars or log/stats collectors.; (2) i2kit future work conceives the option to install OS dependencies on the Linuxkit distribution. For example, tools like Sysdig [33] needs to be installed as a kernel module. (3) i2kit is open source and more flexible than AWS Fargate on controlling the runtime technology. Multi cloud vendor support is currently implemented for i2kit.
